Abstract-Data center networks (DCNs) connect hundreds and thousands of computers and, as a result of the exponential growth in their number of nodes, the design of scalable (compact) routing schemes plays a pivotal role in the optimal operation of the DCN. Traditional trends in the design of DCN architectures have led to solutions, where routing schemes and network topologies are interdependent, i.e., specialized routing schemes. Unlike these, we propose a routing scheme that is compact and generic, i.e., independent of the DCN topology, the word-metric-based greedy routing. In this scheme, each node is assigned to a coordinate (or label) in the word-metric space (WMS) of an algebraic group and then nodes forward packets to the closest neighbor to the destination in this WMS. We evaluate our scheme and compare it with other routing schemes in several topologies. We prove that the memory space requirements in nodes and the forwarding decision time grow sub-linearly (with respect to n, the number of nodes) in all of these topologies. The scheme finds the shortest paths in topologies based on Cayley graphs and trees (e.g. Fat tree), while in the rest of topologies, the length of any path is stretched by a factor that grows logarithmically (with respect to n). Moreover, the simulation results show that many of the paths remain far below this upper bound.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
ATA Center Networks (DCN) connect hundreds of thousands of computers to store, manage, and disseminate information. One of the major concerns in modern DCN is the exponential growth in their number of nodes. This growth not only has a negative impact on energy consumption, by increasing the operation cost, but also on data delivery because it reduces network performance. Therefore, designing scalable topologies and routing schemes to guarantee the optimal operation of DCN poses a serious challenge.
The problem known as Compact Routing (CR) consists of designing scalable routing schemes with respect to the number of network nodes n [1] . In CR schemes, the memory space requirements in nodes and the time to make forwarding decisions are scalable, i.e. grow sub-linearly with respect to n, while keeping the length of any path as close as possible to the shortest one. The path stretch is defined as the ratio between the length of a path found by the scheme and the corresponding shortest path.
In the routing scheme design, it is common to exploit some topological properties to establish workable CR schemes [2] . The topological properties that are desirable in DCN include: low hyperbolicity, low node degree, low diameter and multipath [3] , [4] . Hyperbolicity of a graph provides bounds on the distortion of the distances in the graph when it is embedded into an edge-weighted tree [3] and, for some geometric routing schemes, the stretch is proportional to the hyperbolicity. Low node degree results in servers and switches with a low number of ports; something which usually reduces cost. Low diameter (desirable logarithmic in terms of the number of nodes) reduces packet delay. Multi-path enables load balancing and fault-tolerant routing.
Routing schemes for DCN are usually designed to work on a particular topology, i.e. they are specialized schemes, and take advantage of the topological properties to become compact. Some examples of this are the BCube Routing Protocol (BRP) for the BCube topology [5] , the DCell Fault-tolerant Routing protocol (DFR) for the DCell topology [6] , the two-level routing scheme for the Fat-tree topology [7] and the routing schemes designed to work on Cayley Graphs (CG) [8] - [10] . In contrast to these specialized and compact routing schemes, generic routing schemes, i.e. topology independent, have also been proposed for DCNs. However, they are not compact. This is the case of the traditional routing scheme K-shortest path [11] that has been proposed to work on Jellyfish [12] , Xpander [13] and Slim fly [14] topologies. This scheme can not be considered compact because of its high memory space requirements.
In this paper, we present the Word-Metric-based Greedy Routing (WMGR), a routing scheme that is compact and independent of the DCN topology. Our scheme extends and enhances the Greedy Routing (GR) scheme, introduced for the Internet in [15] . In the WMGR scheme, nodes are assigned to coordinates in the Word-Metric Space (WMS) of an algebraic group. Then, the information required to compute distances in the WMS is encoded using a Finite State Automaton (FSA). By proving that this FSA can be stored and processed in an efficient way, we guarantee that our scheme achieves scalable routing tables, node labels and forwarding decision time. Moreover, we prove that the WMGR scheme has low stretch in any DCN and stretch 1 in trees and topologies based on CG.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ The remainder of the paper is as follows: Section II surveys the main proposals of routing schemes for DCN while Section III introduces the theoretical framework that supports our proposal. Section IV then presents the WMGR scheme and Section V introduces the performance evaluation of specialized CR schemes and the WMGR scheme working on different DCN topologies. Finally, Section VI provides the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the main routing schemes and topologies that have been proposed for Data Center Networks (DCN). We describe their characteristics, whether they are compact or not, and whether they are specialized (topology dependent) or generic (topology independent) in DCN.
The BCube Routing Protocol (BRP) for BCube Topology [5]
A BCube topology is defined by two parameters p and q and uses the q−dimensional Hypercube as the underlying interconnection network. Each of the q levels in BCube consists of p switches connected to each others. Each switch in level 0 is connected to q servers. The forwarding algorithms of BPR use a divide-and-conquer approach to route data packets. This is possible because BRP performs hierarchical routing based on BCube levels.
The DCell Fault-Tolerant Routing Protocol (DFR)
for DCell Topology [6] Similar to the BCube, the DCell topology is defined by parameters p and q. This topology is recursively defined through q levels. The Level 0 is given by a set of blocks of p servers connected to a switch. The higher-levels of the topology are constructed by putting together blocks from the lower-levels. The forwarding algorithm of DFR finds the next node in the path in a recursive way. It assumes that source and destination nodes are on different and faraway levels. This approach may be not suitable in terms of time when the source and destination nodes are on the same topology level.
The Two-Level Routing Scheme for Fat-Tree Topology [7] The Fat-tree topology is a kind of Clos topology. This topology is defined by the parameter r which is an even number that determines the number of ports in the switches, meanwhile the servers have only one port. Fat-tree is a hierarchical topology with 3 levels of switches and a constant diameter with a value 6. The two-level routing scheme is hierarchical and applies a centralized mechanism to create the routing tables that provide path redundancy.
Routing Schemes Based on Permutation-Sort for Cayley Graph (CG)
Nodes in a CG that arise from permutation groups can be represented by the set of permutations of the array [0, . . . , s − 1] and are connected by a permutation rule [16] . These topologies have a regular degree whose value depends on the parameter s, except the Butterfly graph that is a 4-regular graph. The majority of routing schemes proposed for topologies with underlying CG are based on permutation-sort. We can mention those designed for the topologies based on Hypercube, Butterfly [8] , Star [9] , and Pancake [10] graphs. The forwarding algorithms based on permutation-sort follow a Greedy Routing (GR) strategy, where nodes forward packets to the nearest adjacent node according to the distance computed in terms of the number of permutations. Because of the shortest path problem being equivalent to finding an optimal sorting of an array, these routing schemes have stretch 1.
Routing Scheme for Any CG [17] In this work, the authors prove that CG can be represented by generalized chordal rings. Then, they propose a routing scheme for chordal rings that is based on look-up tables. The memory space requirements per node is O(n) bits (which is equivalent to having full routing tables) and the time complexity is O(D) time units, where n and D are the number of nodes and the diameter of the network, respectively.
The K-Shortest Path Routing Scheme [11] for Jellyfish [12] , Xpander [13] and Slim fly [14] Topologies These topologies are based on graphs related to the degreediameter problem, i.e. finding the largest regular graph for a given degree and diameter [18] . Nodes in the regular graph represent Top-of-Rack switches that are connected to the same number of servers. In these topologies, the authors propose using the K-shortest path routing. As this routing scheme uses precomputed full routing tables, it is able to provide enough path diversity to exploit the network's capacity. Then, the memory space requirements per node is O(n) bits. Table I summarizes the properties of the topologies on which the discussed routing schemes work. It is important to note that the values presented in Table I may differ from those introduced in the original papers, as some authors do not take into account the number of servers to compute n, D and Δ, whereas we do take into account servers and switches as part of the network topology. As we can see, the values of D and Δ are sub-linear, and in some cases constant, with respect to n. In Section V-B, we prove that the schemes BRP, DFR, Two-level routing and routing based on permutation-sort exploit the sub-lineal values of D and Δ to become compact. However, they are specialized. On the other hand, the routing scheme for any CG and K-shortest path routing scheme are generic but they are not compact due to their high memory space requirements.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no generic and CR scheme for DCN. To overcome this limitation, we present the Word-Metric-based Greedy Routing (WMGR), which is compact and independent of network topology. Our scheme follows a GR strategy, where nodes are assigned to coordinates (labels) of a metric space, a process called embedding. Then, nodes forward data packets to their adjacent node that is the nearest to the destination in the metric space.In our scheme, graphs are embedded into Word-Metric Spaces while much of the research works in GR focus on the Euclidean [19] , [20] and Hyperbolic [21] , [22] spaces. These works, however, have some of the following problems: 1) they do not guarantee packet delivery, or 2) they are not scalable in space and/or [23] .
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce some notation, terminology and concepts that are needed to understand and support our proposal. We assume that the reader has some basic knowledge of metric spaces and group theory, otherwise we refer the reader to [24] and [25] .
A. Greedy Embedding
A graph embedding (or network embedding) is the process of assigning coordinates (labels) in a metric space (X, d X ) to the set of nodes (vertices) from a connected graph Γ, where X is a set (of coordinates) and d X is a distance function over X (see [24, Definition 1.1] ). Then, network embedding is given by an injective map
where V (Γ) is the set of nodes of Γ. Taking advantage of those labels, a Greedy Routing (GR) strategy can be performed in order to route data packets between any source and destination nodes. This strategy starts at the source node by executing a forwarding algorithm that computes the distances to its adjacent nodes and forwards data packets to the nearest node to the destination in the metric space. Then, the same forwarding algorithm is executed in each previously selected node until data packets reach the destination node.
To ensure that the GR strategy explained above always succeeds in finding a path between any two nodes (and therefore packet delivery is guaranteed), the network embedding (1) must be greedy [26] .
Definition 1: Let π be a network embedding given by (1). We say that π is greedy if it satisfies that (2) where y and i are adjacent nodes, and y is different to z.
Condition (2) ensures that for any two distinct nodes y and z, node y is able to find among its adjacent nodes, a node i that is closer (according to d X ) than itself to node z.
Given a connected graph Γ, an interesting metric space is the one obtained by defining V (Γ) as the set of elements, and defining the distance between two nodes, i.e. d Γ , as the number of edges of the shortest path connecting them. This metric space is called the metric graph. Note that if (1) preserves the distances of the metric graph, then the GR strategy routes data packets along the shortest paths in the network. The network embedding that preserves distances is called isometry.
Definition 2: Let π be a network embedding given by (1). We say that π is an isometry if it satisfies that
B. Cayley Graphs and Word-Metric Spaces
In this subsection, we show that Cayley Graphs (CG) can be represented as a metric space called Word-Metric Space (WMS) which is isometric to the metric graph of the CG. For more details about CG and WMS, we refer the reader to [27] . the Cayley Graph (CG) of G with respect to S, if each group element in G corresponds to a node in V (Γ(G, S)), i.e. there is a bijective map φ : G → V (Γ(G, S)), and two nodes y, z ∈ V (Γ(G, S)) (where y = φ(g) and z = φ(h)) are adjacent, if g and h are elements of G that satisfy g · s = h for some s ∈ {S ∪ S −1 }, where S −1 is the set of inverses of G (see Fig. 1a ).
In the remainder of this paper, group elements g ∈ G and nodes φ(g) ∈ V (Γ(G, S)) are used interchangeably.
Definition 4: Let F (S) =< S|∅ > be the finitely presented group that does not have relators, F (S) is then called the Free Group (FG). Let Γ(F (S), S) be the CG of F (S), then Γ(F (S), S)
is a 2|S|-regular tree (see [28, Th. 3.20] ). Since the FG does not have a set of defined relators, its cardinality is infinite, and consequently its CG is also infinite (see 
Definition 7:
Let A be an alphabet. We define the set of all words over A denoted by A * , which includes the null string denoted by e A , where |e A | = 0.
Definition 8: Let A be an alphabet. The Free Group over A denoted by F (A) is given by the set of all reduced words over A (including e A ). The group operation is the string concatenation where substrings of the form ww −1 are cancelled. The identity element is e A .
Definition 9: Let G =< S|R > and Γ(G, S) be a finitely presented group and its CG, respectively. Let A be an alphabet such that |A| = |S ∪ S −1 |. We define a biyective map
and a surjective group homomorphism (see [25, Sec. 1.4] ) given by the map
where
Since each group element can be represented by one or more words in F (A), we can define an equivalence relation, denoted by = G , such that w = G v, if w and v represents the same group element, i.e. π(w) = π(v). Then, the set of words associated to a group element is given by an equivalence class denoted by [w] . From Definition 3, the set of edges incident to a node in Γ(G, S) is given by the set of generators and inverses, i.e. {S ∪ S −1 }. Therefore, for each node in Γ(G, S), (4) assigns to each of its incident edge a letter in A (see Fig. 1b ). Note that words in F (A) can be seen as paths in Γ(G, S). On the other hand, homomorphism (5) assigns one or more words in F (A) to each node in Γ(G, S) as follows: e A is assigned to the node that represents the identity element of G. Then, a set of words [w] is assigned to a node g, if words in [w] represent paths in Γ(G, S) that go from the node e A to the node g (see Fig. 1c and [27, Sec.
2.2]).
In order to assign a unique word in F (A) to each node in Γ(G, S), a canonical form of the set of equivalence classes [w] needs to be defined.
Definition 10: Let < A be a lexicographical order over the alphabet A. Let u and v be two words in A * . We say that u is ShortLex than v, if u is shorter than v, i.e. |u| < |v|, or u and v have the same length and u comes before v in the order < A . Definition 11: Let L ⊆ F (A) be a language (i.e. a set of words) such that
Then the map
is an isomorphism and words in L represent a set of shortest paths in Γ(G, S). Moreover, since L gives a canonical form of the set of equivalence classes [w], then (7) assigns a unique word in L to each node in Γ(G, S) (see Fig. 1d ).
From the previous discussion, we can define the WMS related to a CG, which allows the distance between two nodes in the CG to be measured.
Definition 12: Let G =< S|R > be a finitely presented group and let L be a language over an alphabet A, such that G and L satisfy the isomorphism defined by (7) . The WordMetric Space (WMS) of G =< S|R > is given by the set A * and the Word-Metric (WM)
The WM measures the length of the shortest path between any two nodes s = π(u) and d = π(v) in Γ(G, S). Therefore, the WMS of G =< S|R > preserves the distances in the metric graph Γ(G, S).
From Definition 6, the word u ∈ L represents one of the shortest paths in Γ(G, S), which goes from the node e A to the node g = π(u), then u −1 represents a path from g to e A . Moreover, the word u −1 v, where h = π(v), describes a path between nodes g and h. This path goes from g to e A and from e A to h. Therefore, finding the shortest path between any pair of nodes g, h ∈ Γ(G, S) is equivalent to finding the canonical form of word u
This problem is called the Minimum Word Problem (MWP) [29] and can be resolved by applying a set of rewriting rules (related to the group presentation) over the word u −1 v (see Fig. 3 ). The following section explains how to embed a network into the WMS of a finitely presented group and how compute the distances between the nodes in the network by using (8).
IV. WORD-METRIC-BASED GREEDY ROUTING SCHEME
In this section, we present the Word-Metric-based Greedy Routing (WMGR) scheme, which is independent of the Data Center Network (DCN) topology. The WMGR scheme performs a network embedding into the Word-Metric Space (WMS) of an algebraic group. Then, the packet forwarding follows a Greedy Routing (GR) strategy.
A. Embedding Graphs Into Word-Metric Spaces
Definition 13: Let Γ be a connected and finite graph representing a network topology whose maximum node degree is denoted by Δ. We define the following network embedding In Section V-F, we show that if a network is embedded into the WMS of its underlying CG, the WMGR scheme provides stretch 1 but it may increase the memory space requirements per node. We also show that if the network is embedded into the WMS of the FG, the WMGR scheme provides logarithmic stretch and has low memory space requirements per node.
The first step in the embedding process is to define an alphabet A that satisfies (10) and a lexicographical order < A over this alphabet. Then, Algorithm 1 2 presents the steps to carry out the network embedding introduced in Definition 13. In steps 1 and 2 of Algorithm 1, nodes are enumerated by computing a Breadth-First Search (BFS) tree; in step 3, the Algorithm 1 Network Embedding Into the Word-Metric Space Input: An alphabet A that is in lexicographical order < A .
1: Select an arbitrary node r of V (Γ). 2: Compute a breadth-first search tree T Γ rooted at r. {If the word-metric space corresponds to the underlying Cayley graph, nodes must be visited according to < A . If the word-metric space corresponds to the free group, when a node is visited, it must identify its links with letters in A in the order given by < A .} 3: Labelling r with a special symbol e A / ∈ A. 4: for each node v in V (T Γ ) do 5: for each child u of node v do 6: labelling u with the resulting word from the concatenation of the v's label and the letter φ −1 (s), where s is the generator corresponding with the link (u, v). {when v = r, symbol e A is omitted from label of u} 7: end for 8: end for root of the BFS tree is labelled with a special symbol, i.e. e A , that denotes the null string. The for-loops (lines 4 and 5) explore the network (according to the previous enumeration) in order to assign the node labels. When a node has its turn to be labelled (step 6), its label is built by concatenating the label of its parent (in the BFS tree) with the corresponding letter in A that connects it with its parent (see Fig. 4c and 5b) .
In the following section, we show that the set of node labels, i.e. L, can be obtained from a set of Finite States Automata (FSA) related to the WMS. However, Algorithm 1 builds the node labels during the embedding process in order to support a distributed configuration of the WMGR scheme. In fact, all the steps in Algorithm 1 can be performed in a distributed way, for instance, step 2 can be implemented by using the distributed BFS algorithm presented in [30] . . This set of rewriting rules is associated to a group presentation (and therefore to a CG).
B. Distance Computation Using Finite State Automata
ShortLex automatic groups are algebraic groups whose set of rewriting rules can be encoded in a ShortLex Automatic Structure (SAS). Let G =< S|R > be a ShortLex automatic group, then the SAS of G =< S|R > consists of:
• A ShortLex order < A over an alphabet A, such that A and S satisfy (4).
• An FSA called word acceptor (WA). This automaton accepts the language defined by (6). An important feature of ShortLex automatic groups is that their associated CG has the fellow-traveller property.
Definition 14: Let M a be a multiplier automaton of a ShortLex automatic group G =< S|R >. Let u and v be words such that (u, v) ∈ M a . If the distance in the WMS (see (8) ) between prefixes of u and v with same length t, i.e. d A (u(t), v(t)), is bounded by an integer k, then it is said that Γ(G, S) has the fellow-traveller property.
From a geometric point of view, if Γ(G, S) has the fellowtraveller property, then the distance between every pair of paths in Γ(G, S) that begin in the same node and whose last nodes are adjacent is bounded by an integer k (see Fig. 6 ). It implies that paths associated with a pair of words (u, v) ∈ M a have an associated set of word differences whose length is, at most, k.
Definition 15: Let M a be a multiplier automaton of a ShortLex automatic group G =< S|R >. We define the set of word differences of G =< S|R >, denoted by WD, as the union of word differences associated with all pairs of words that satisfy the Definition 14, i.e.
The set WD represents a set of nodes (words) in the subgraph given by the ball of radio k around to the identity element, denoted by B (Id, k) . This set is of major importance in the computation of an SAS, as it encodes the information of the topological structure of Γ(G, S) [31] .
We are interested in finding structures that are able to solve the MWP because this will also allow us to determine the distance between nodes in the WMS generated by the CG. Although the MWP can be solved efficiently in time by using the WA and the M a , there are alternative structures that are created during the process of building the SAS and can also solve the MWP. The knuth-Bendix procedure [32] provides an efficient method to find an SAS from a group presentation. In our proposal, the alphabet associated to the SAS is the same as that used during the embedding process. The intermediate structures that are created during the execution of the knuthBendix procedure and can also solve the MWP are the following:
1) Confluent Rewriting System (CRS):
A CRS is a system of rewriting rules which consists of equations in the form of w 1 → w 2 , where w 1 = G w 2 for all w 2 ∈ W D and w 2 is the canonical form of w 1 . In this way, any word that is not in canonical form is composed by subwords w 1 that are in the left-hand side of the rules. Then, any word in A * should be reduced in a finite number of steps by replacing its substrings w 1 with their corresponding right-hand side w 2 in the CRS.
2) Index Automaton (IA):
An IA identifies subwords in any word that is not in canonical form with left-hand side in the CRS. In fact, for solving the MWP, IA is faster than CRS. This is because IA could be used to replace those subwords with their corresponding right-hand side in the CRS.
3) Word Differences Automaton (Diff): This automaton accepts (u, v) for all u, v ∈ A * if, and only if, the canonical form of u −1 v is w ∈ WD, then w is the final state. The set of states of Diff, denoted by σ Dif f , is given by the set of WD, therefore σ Dif f ⊆ V (B (Id, k) ).
The following structures are able to solve the MWP:
The results from experimental evaluation of the size of these structures are presented in [33] . These results show that the Diff has the lowest memory space complexity between the above-mentioned structures, thanks to the fact that Diff encodes the equations of a CRS. In fact, although the number of equations in the CRS may be infinite, the same information can also be encoded in a Diff (see [27, Lemma 6 
.3.4]).
In Section V-B, we analyse the impact of the size of Diff on the memory space complexity per node of the WMGR scheme. We will show that the size of Diff related to the FG is O(|A|) bits. Additionally, we will discuss the relationship between the size of Diff and the hyperbolicity of five well-known families of CG.
C. Greedy Forwarding Algorithms
The procedure for forwarding data packets between two nodes starts at the source node by computing the distances from its adjacent nodes to the destination node. Then, data packets are forwarded to the nearest node to the destination node. The same procedure is repeated in the previously selected node until data packets reach the destination node.
The forwarding process in topologies embedded into the WMS of the FG is performed by using Algorithm 2. Note that packets can be forwarded through links that are not in the spanning tree, because nodes find among all their adjacent nodes the nearest one to the destination. For example, in Fig. 5 , when routing packets from node cb to node a, node cb computes the distance in the WMS from ab to a, which is 1, and from c to a, which is 2. Then packets are forwarded to ab, although edge (cb,ab) is not in the spanning tree (see Fig. 5a ).
The forwarding process in topologies embedded into the WMS of their underlying CG is performed by using Algorithm 3, which improves the temporal complexity with respect to Algorithm 2 and the forwarding technique proposed in [15] and [34] . Let u and v be node labels of a source and a destination nodes. If the word w is the canonical form of u −1 v, then w represents the sequence of edges in the shortest path between the source and the destination node. Thus, we can select the nearest node to a destination node as the one that is connected by the edge (generator) given by the first letter in w. , u) , then the final state u red is the canonical form of word u. Therefore, any word w ∈ A * can be reduced in a finite number of steps by replacing its substring u with u red .
Algorithm 2 Greedy Forwarding in Topologies Embedded
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our scheme and compared it to other routing schemes in different topologies presented in Section II: the specialized routing schemes BCube Routing Protocol (BRP), DCell Fault-tolerant Routing protocol (DFR), two-level routing scheme and the routing schemes based on permutation-sort; the topologies BCube, DCell, Fat-tree, Jellyfish, Xpander, Slim fly, and five Cayley Graphs (CG), Hypercube, Bubble-sort, Star, Transposition and Butterfly.
A. Performance Metrics
We use traditional performance metrics in Compact Routing (CR) [ Set u red ← final state of Diff when read (u, e A ).
5:
Replace u with u red in w red 6: end for 7: end while 8: return w red 2) Forwarding decision time. The number of steps that the forwarding algorithm takes to find the next node in the path. 3) Stretch. The ratio between the length of the path found by the scheme and the corresponding shortest path between any pair of nodes in the network. The stretch of a scheme is the highest stretch among all sourcedestination pairs. In the following subsections, we present a complexity analysis of these performance metrics for the above-mentioned specialized CR schemes and for the WMGR scheme. Additionally, through computer simulations, we evaluate the memory space requirements of the WMGR scheme and the stretch of those schemes that do not compute the shortest paths.
B. Memory Space Requirements of Specialized Routing Schemes
An important feature of the specialized routing schemes, presented in [5] - [10] , is that their forwarding algorithm does not have any impact on the memory space complexity as nodes only require information from the labels of their adjacent nodes to take the forwarding decision. Consequently, the number of entries in a routing table is equal to the node degree (Δ) and each entry stores at least the label of an adjacent node and the port that connects to it. Since, in the analyzed topologies, the value of Δ is sub-linear with respect to n (see Table I ), then succinct node labels result in succinct routing tables. Therefore, the memory space complexity of the specialized schemes is O(Δl) bits, where l denotes the size of a node label.
Theorem 1: The size of a node label defined by the BRP is O(log(n)) bits, where n is the number of nodes in a BCube topology with the configuration parameters p and q.
Proof: The BRP assigns to each node a label denoted by an array [a q , a q−1 , . . . , a 0 ] , where a i ∈ [0, p − 1] (see [5, Sec. 3.1] ). Then, the size of a node label is O(q log(p)) bits. Since q < p and p = Δ (see Table I ), the size of a label in terms of n is given by O(log(n 1/4 )) bits which can be expressed as O(log(n)) bits.
Theorem 2: The size of a node label defined by the DFR is O(log(n)) bits, where n is the number of nodes in a DCell topology with the configuration parameters p and q.
Proof: The DFR assigns to each node a label denoted by a tuple (a q , a q−1 , . . . , a 0 ) , where a i indicates in which block of level i the node is located (see [6, Sec. 3.2] ). Since the level i connects i + p blocks, then a i ∈ [0, i + p], where 0 ≤ i < q. Therefore, the size of a node label is O(q log(q + p)) bits, where q ≤ 3 and p = Δ (see Table I ), and so the size of a label in terms of n is given by O(log(n 1/6 )) bits which can be expressed as O(log(n)) bits.
Theorem 3: The size of a node label defined by the routing schemes based on permutation-sort [8] - [10] working on the following families of CG: Hypercube, Bubble-sort, Star, Transposition and Butterfly graphs is O(log(n) log(log(n))) bits, where n is the number of nodes in the CG that is defined by the parameter s.
Proof: The set of node labels used by the routing schemes based on permutation-sort is given by the set of permutations of the array [0, . . . , s − 1]. Then, the size of a node label is O(s log(s)) bits. For Hypercube and Butterfly graphs, we have that n ≤ 2 s (see Table I ), then s ≤ log(n). For Bubble-sort, Star and Transposition graphs n = s!. If we apply Stirling's approximation, we have s ≤ c log(n), where c is a constant. Therefore, for the analyzed CG, the size of a label in terms of n is given by O(log(n) log(log(n))) bits.
Theorems 1, 2 and 3 prove that the BRP, the DFR and the routing schemes based on permutation-sort provide sub-linear node labels. In addition, the two-level routing scheme working on Fat-tree topologies uses IPv4 addresses (that have constant size). Table II summarizes the memory space requirements of node labels used by the specialized routing schemes. From these results, Table III presents the memory space complexity of the specialized schemes, which (as explained above) is O(Δl) bits. Tables II and III show that the specialized schemes provide sub-linear representation of both node labels and routing tables. This was to be expected since the schemes mentioned were designed to work on specific topologies in order to take advantage of the topological properties, such as sub-linear Δ and D.
C. Memory Space Requirements of the WMGR Scheme, Using the Word-Metric Space of the Free Group
In the WMGR scheme, the forwarding algorithm uses a Finite State Automaton (FSA) called Diff to compute the next node in the path. This automaton is related to the Word-Metric Space (WMS) used in the embedding process and its memory space complexity is O(|σ Dif f |) bits, where σ Dif f is its set of states. The smallest automaton Diff is the automaton related to WMS the FG whose memory space complexity is O(Δ) bits (see [31, Example 1.1]) which does not impact the total memory space complexity of the WMGR scheme. In addition to the automaton Diff, nodes require information from the labels of their adjacent nodes to take the forwarding decision. Therefore, the memory space complexity of the WMGR scheme with embedding into the WMS of the FG is O(Δl) bits. Since the WMGR scheme works in all the analyzed topologies, the memory space requirements of its node label, i.e. O(l), depends on the network topology, specifically it depends on the values of D and Δ.
Theorem 4: The size of a node label defined by the WMGR scheme is O (D log(Δ) ) bits, where D and Δ are the diameter of the network and node degree, respectively. Proof: In the WMGR scheme, a node label is given by a word over an alphabet A, where |A| = Δ (see Section IV-A). Each letter in a node label represents an edge and a whole node label represents one of the shortest paths in the network (see Section III-B). As length of the longest shortest path is D, then the size of a node label is O(D log (Δ)) bits.
Table II presents a comparison between the size of node labels used by the specialized routing schemes and the node labels used by the WMGR scheme. Note that the size of node labels used in the DCell, Hypercube, Star and Transposition graphs is the same in both kinds of schemes, i.e. the specialized routing schemes and the WMGR scheme. On the other hand, the WMGR scheme achieves smaller node labels in the Butterfly graph than the node labels defined by the routing scheme based on permutation-sort. In BCube and the Bubble-sort graph, the node labels used by the WMGR scheme are larger than those used by their specialized schemes. In the Jellyfish, Xpander and Slim fly topologies, which do not have a specialized routing scheme, the WMGR provides poly-logarithmic node labels. Since the values of D and Δ are sub-linear in the analyzed topologies, then the WMGR scheme provides succinct node labels in all of them. From these results, Table III shows that the WMGR scheme with embedding into the WMS of the FG also has succinct memory space requirements.
D. Memory Space Requirements of the WMGR Scheme, Using the Word-Metric Space of the Underlying Cayley Graph
Since the smallest automaton Diff is the automaton related to the FG, then the network embedding into this WMS of the FG is the best embedding in terms of memory space complexity. As a result of this network embedding, the WMGR scheme achieves stretch 1 only in topologies based on trees (like the Fat-tree), whereas in the rest of topologies the stretch is bounded by D. In CG or topologies based on CG (like the BCube), the WMGR scheme is able to compute the shortest paths if the network is embedded into the WMS of its underlying CG (see Section V-F). The cost of achieving stretch 1 is an increase in the size of the automaton Diff. In this case, the memory space complexity of the WMGR scheme is O(max{|σ Dif f |, RT }) bits, where RT is the size of the routing table that is bounded by O(ΔD log Δ) bits (see the previous subsection).
From Section IV-B3, we know that |σ Dif f | is equal to the number of nodes in the subgraph B(Id, k) of the underlying CG, i.e. |σ Dif f | = |V (B (Id, k) )|. This subgraph is given by the graph with radius k around to the identity node. In [3] , it is shown that the value of k is bounded by the hyperbolicity (δ) of the CG, according to the relation δ > Id, k) represents the whole network graph and |σ Dif f | = n, which, in terms of memory space complexity, is equivalent to having full routing tables. Nevertheless, in [33] , when the value of k was computed through computer simulation for the evaluated CG, we found that the value of k is constant in the Hypercube, Transposition and Bubble-sort graphs, whereas in the Star and Butterfly graphs, k grows proportionally in terms of D. Actually in the Butterfly graphs the value of k is very closed to D. Fig. 7 shows the ratio between |σ Dif f | and n for the automaton related to the Hypercube, Bubble-sort, Star, Transposition and Butterfly graphs. As we can see, the WMGR scheme has the lowest memory space complexity when working on the Hypercube, Bubble-sort and Transposition graphs, where |σ Dif f | is less that 10% of n, for n > 720. These results are consistent with the fact that, as mentioned above, such CG have a constant value of k. In contrast, in the Star and Butterfly graphs (where the value of k is proportional to D), |σ Dif f | is less that the 55% of n, for n ≥ 64. The results shown in Fig. 7 were obtained by using the software package Knuth-Bendix on Monoids and Automatic Groups (KBMAG) [36] , which provides an implementation of the Knuth-Bendix procedure. The group presentation of a CG provides the input in this procedure, and a lexicographic order over the generating set (this order is also used in the embedding process, see Section IV-A). Then, the procedure returns a ShortLex Automatic Structure (SAS) that contains the automaton Diff.
A note of caution is required here as for some automatic groups it is not possible to compute an SAS for any lexicographic order. Moreover, different lexicographic orders may result in SAS of different sizes (see [35, Sec. 13.2.1] ). It is unknown when a group is ShortLex automatic with respect to some lexicographic order and which lexicographic order leads to the smallest SAS. For instance, Coxeter groups such as the group presentation related to the Bubble-sort graph, are ShortLex automatic only with some lexicographic orders. On the other hand, word hyperbolic groups [37] , such as the FG, can be encoded in an SAS, no matter what lexicographic order has been chosen. The results presented in Fig. 7 were obtained by using the lexicographic order given by the definitions of the generating sets of CG introduced in [38] .
E. Forwarding Decision Time
In the complexity analysis of the forwarding decision time we do not consider the time required to search in the routing table, and we only take into account the operations that have non-constant execution time.
Theorem 5: The forwarding decision time in the BRP and the DFR takes O(log(n)) time units, where n is the number of nodes in the network.
Proof: Given a source and a destination node, the BRP and the DFR compute the next node in the path by comparing the label of the source node with the label of the destination node (see [5, Sec. 3.2] , [6] ). Assuming that comparing two node labels takes an amount of time proportional to the label size, which is O(log(n)) bits (see Theorems 1 and 2), then the forwarding decision time in the BRP and the DFR takes O(log(n)) time units. 
Theorem 6:
The forwarding decision time in the routing schemes that are based on permutation-sort takes O(Δ log(n) log(log(n))) time units, where Δ is the maximum node degree and n is the number of nodes in the CG.
Proof: Given a source and a destination node, the routing schemes based on permutation-sort compute the next node in the path by comparing the label of the adjacent nodes (to the source node) with the label of the destination node. Then, the source node executes Δ comparisons. Assuming that compering two node labels takes an amount total of time proportional to the label size, which is O(log(n) log(log(n))) bits (see Theorem 3), then the forwarding decision takes, at most O(Δ log(n) log(log(n))) time units. Theorems 5, 6, 7 and 8 prove that the forwarding decisions in the analyzed routing schemes are taken in time proportional to the size of node labels. Then, in the BRP, the DFR, the routing schemes based on permutation-sort and the WMGR scheme, succinct node labels result in fast forwarding decisions. On the other hand, the two-level routing scheme working on Fat-tree topologies takes forwarding decisions in a constant time because it only perform searches in routing tables (see [7, Sec. 3.5] ). Table IV compares the complexity of forwarding decision time for the specialized schemes and the WMGR scheme with both network embeddings: 1) into the WMS of the FG and 2) into the WMS of the underlying CG. BCube has an underlying Hypercube and topologies based on trees (like Fat-tree) are related to the WMS of the FG due to the CG of the FG also being a tree. Conversely, DCell, Jellyfish, Xpander and Slim fly topologies do not have an underlying CG. Table IV shows that the forwarding decision in the WMGR scheme is faster when the network is embedded into the WMS of its underlying CG than when it is embedded into the WMS of the FG. This is because the forwarding algorithm must solve the MWP only once instead of Δ times (see Section IV-C). In spite of the WMGR scheme spending more time to take forwarding decisions than the specialized routing schemes, both kinds of schemes have sub-linear forwarding decision time complexity.
F. Stretch
The WMGR scheme computes the shortest paths when the network is embedded into its underlying CG. However, this embedding increases the memory space complexity of the scheme. If the priority is to save memory space, the network can be embedded into the WMS of the FG (see Section V-C), although in this case the resulting stretch is bounded by D.
Theorem 9: Let Γ be a connected and finite graph representing a network topology whose diameter is denoted by D. If Γ is embedded into the WMS of the FG, then the stretch of the WMGR scheme is bounded by D.
Proof: Let u and v be nodes in V (Γ). If the distance in the metric graph between u and v is at least two (i.e. d Γ (u, v) ≤ 2), then, in the worst case, the WMGR scheme routes data packets along the underlying Breadth First Search (BFS) tree T Γ (see Section IV-A). Therefore, the stretch of the WMGR scheme is given by
, because the diameter of BFS tree T Γ is at most 2D. The resulting stretch, in the worst case, is 2D/2 = D.
From Theorem 9, when the network is embedded into the WMS of the FG, the WMGR scheme has stretch bounded by D, which is poly-logarithmic in the BCube, Hypercube, Bubble-sort, Star, Transposition, Butterfly, Jellyfish and Xpander topologies. Meanwhile, in the DCell, Fat-tree and Slim fly topologies, the stretch is constant (see Table I ). However, the stretch was evaluated through computer simulation and the results obtained show that in all of the evaluated topologies, at least 75% of the pairs of nodes computed by the WMGR scheme with embedding into the WM of the FG have stretch less than 2 (see Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11). Fig. 8 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of stretch for the WMGR scheme working on five families of CG. As we can see, in all cases at least 85% of the computed paths have stretch less than 2.
Figures 9 and 10 present a comparison between the CDF of stretch for the WMGR scheme and the CDF of stretch for the BRP and the DFR, respectively. In Fig. 9 , BRP is a shortest path scheme. In the case of the WMGR scheme, only a small number (0.6%) of the computed paths reach stretch higher than 5. In fact, 83% of the computed paths have stretch of less than 2. Similarly, Fig. 10 shows that 0.5% of paths computed by the DFR and the WMGR scheme have stretch higher than 5. Seventy-eight percent of paths found by the WMGR scheme have stretch less than 2. Finally, Fig. 11 shows that in the Jellyfish, Xpander and Slim fly topologies, 99% of the paths computed by the WMGR scheme have stretch less than 1.75.
Theorem 10: Let Γ(G, S) be a graph representing an underlying CG of a network topology. If Γ(G, S) is embedded into its own WMS, the WMGR scheme computes the shortest paths in Γ.
Proof: The WMGR scheme performs an embedding denoted by (7) , where network nodes are given by the elements of G. Following the Definition 11, π is an isometric embedding and therefore the WMGR scheme computes the shortest paths in the network with underlying Γ(G, S).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the Word-Metric-based Greedy Routing (WMGR) scheme for Data Center Networks (DCN). Unlike other routing schemes for DCN, which are either topology dependent (specialized) or are not compact, our scheme is topology independent (generic) and compact in DCN. The scheme is based on an embedding process, where nodes are assigned to coordinates (or labels) in the Word-Metric Space (WMS) of an algebraic group, and on a greedy forwarding strategy, where nodes forward packets to the closest neighbor to the destination in this WMS. The forwarding algorithm is implemented using a finite state automaton that encodes information related to the network topology and that can be stored in an efficient way.
We have evaluated our scheme and compared it to other routing schemes in different topologies: the specialized routing schemes BCube Routing Protocol (BRP), DCell Faulttolerant Routing protocol (DFR), two-level routing scheme and the routing schemes based on permutation-sort, and the topologies BCube, DCell, Fat-tree, Jellyfish, Xpander, Slim fly, and five Cayley Graphs (CG), Hypercube, Bubble-sort, Star, Transposition and Butterfly. In all topologies we have proved that our scheme is scalable (sub-linear growth with respect to the number of nodes) in memory space requirements (node label, routing table and forwarding algorithm) and forwarding decision time. Concerning stretch, our scheme is able to compute the shortest paths (stretch 1) in topologies based on CG and also on trees (e.g, Fat-tree), while in the rest of topologies it achieves a stretch that grows logarithmically (with respect to the number of nodes). Moreover, simulation results have shown that many of the paths remains far below this upper bound (at least 75% of them have stretch less than 2).
We have also compared the performance of our scheme in CG topologies using the WMS of two different algebraic groups. With the WMS of the underlying CG, the scheme achieves stretch 1 at the cost of an increase in memory space requirements, while with the WMS of the Free Group (FG), the memory space requirements decrease but the stretch is higher; a behavior that shows the well-known trade-off between stretch and memory space requirements in compact routing schemes [1] .
We have made a complexity analysis for the memory space requirements, forwarding decision time and stretch of several specialized routing schemes. These schemes exploit the sublineal values of diameter and node degree to become compact in a particular DCN topology. Our scheme also exploits the same topological properties but it is compact in all the analysed topologies. Note that our scheme would provide a scalable solution in any topology that meet these properties.
